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Abstract. Modern large-scale distributed computing systems, processing large 

volumes of data, require mature monitoring systems able to control and track in 

resources, networks, computing tasks, queues and other components. In recent 

years, the ELK stack has become very popular for the monitoring of computing 

environment, largely due to the efficiency and flexibility of the ElasticSearch 

storage and wide variety of Kibana visualization tools. The analysis of compu-

ting infrastructure metadata often requires the visual exploration of multiple pa-

rameters simultaneously on one graphical image. Stacked bar charts, heatmaps, 

radar charts are widely used for the multivariate visual data analysis, but these 

methods have limitations on the number of parameters. In this research the au-

thors propose to enhance the capacity of Kibana, adding Parallel Coordinates 

diagram - one of the most powerful method for visual interactive analysis of 

high-dimensional data. It allows to compare many variables together and ob-

serve correlations between them. This work describes the development process 

of Parallel Coordinates as a Kibana plugin, and demonstrates an example of 

visual data analysis based on the Nginx logs metadata. 

Keywords: Parallel Coordinates, ELK Stack, Visualization, Log Analysis, 

Nginx. 

1 Introduction  

Nowadays the ELK (ElasticSearch-LogStash-Kibana) stack1 [1] is increasingly used 

for the monitoring and analysis of data in a wide range of scientific and industrial 

applications. The integrated software components allow designing efficient and scala-

ble monitoring systems. Kibana provides many plugins for graphical representation of 
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data, from tables to multi-layered maps and 3D images. Most of the plugins allow to 

explore a limited number of variables (or dimensions) in a single figure.  

Thus, for the analysis of multidimensional data one of the most reasonable solu-

tions is to use multiple graphs arranged together to display multiple variables. How-

ever, multivariate data analysis often lacks the ability to explore trends and correla-

tions between many parameters (that might be of various types, units, scales, ranges) 

on a single graphical representation. We propose to expand the set of available Kiba-

na plugins with Parallel Coordinates diagram designed specifically for the visual 

analysis of high-dimensional data. 

2 ELK-stack in Data Analysis and Monitoring 

ELK stack is a collection of open-source products: Logstash (and Beats) collects and 

filter data, ElasticSearch provides storing and searching through the collected dataset, 

and Kibana visualizes data in various graphical views.  

Largest companies from many industries (LinkedIn, Fujitsu, eBay, Volvo, WLCG, 

InfoTrack, and many others)2 chose the ELK stack for monitoring of the performance 

and security, log analysis and other use cases. CERN3 with its large and powerful 

computing infrastructure utilizes the ELK for five different use cases for the WLCG4: 

messaging, job monitoring, data monitoring, infrastructure monitoring, cloud bench-

marking [2]. ELK is also actively used to tackle a lot of analytical and monitoring 

tasks in the experiments at the LHC: logs processing and analysis, analysis of 

memory usage and CPU efficiencies at computing sites, exploration of timings of data 

processing steps, generation of alarms and alerts for network anomaly detection, op-

timizations of data and job brokering decisions. [3, 4]  

3 Kibana Visualization Plugins 

In the ELK stack, Kibana is responsible for data visualization. The visualizations are 

built on top of Elasticsearch queries and categorized into different types: Basic 

Charts, Data (Tables, Gauge, Metric), Maps and Time Series. Besides the standard 

means, it has many custom visualization plugins: scatter plots, 3D charts, calendar 

visualization, dendrograms, network graphs visualization, polar/radar charts, Cohort 

analysis chart, and many others5. 

When it comes to the multivariate data analysis, there is a need not only to check 

out distributions but also to explore correlations between data attributes and carry out 

 
2  https://www.elastic.co/customers  
3  The European Organization for Nuclear Research 
4  Worldwide LHC Computing Grid 
5  https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/kibana/current/known-plugins.html  
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trend analysis. Below we provided a certain types of Kibana visualizations that are 

suitable for multivariate data analysis6:  

─ Bar Charts uses horizontal or vertical bars to show discrete, numerical compari-

sons across categories. One axis of the chart shows the specific category and the 

other axis - a discrete value scale, answering the question of "how many?" for each 

category. Stacked and Grouped Bar charts display information about the sub-

groups that make up the different categories, adding the third dimension to the vis-

ualization. Side-by-side charts allow to add fourth variable.  

─ Line Graph, Area Charts are used to display the trends of quantitative parameters 

over time period. It can be stacked as Bar and Area Charts and allow to show dis-

tribution of categories as parts of a whole.  

Bar Charts, Line Graphs and Area Charts are typically limited by quantity of pa-

rameters they can display: from 1 to 4.   

─ Heat Maps visualise multidimensional data as a matrix through variations in col-

ouring. Categorical data is colour-coded, and numerical data requires a colour scale 

in order to represent the difference in high and low values. The gradients in the 

heatmap allow observing the strength of the correlations. But it does not allow to 

analyse trends.  

─ Radar/Polar Charts are used to compare multiple quantitative variables. Variables 

are represented as axis starting from the centre of a circle and arranged radially. 

Values of data items, connected across all the axis, form a polygon. The objective 

of the graph is to assess the symmetry of the values rather than to compare their 

magnitudes. But if it has many polygons it makes it too complicated. Radar Charts 

might often be misread due to the controversial interpretation of polygons shapes.  

Parallel Coordinates diagram can be a useful compliment to the listed methods. Add-

ing Parallel Coordinates to the list of Kibana plugins is not a new idea. It had already 

been proposed on Kibana GitHub as an issue in 20147, but was closed due to the lack 

of engagement. The issue was created again in 20178, but still hasn’t been implement-

ed. Nevertheless, as the proposed technique is used in many research projects across 

numerous application areas such as mathematics, statistics, bioinformatics, medicine 

and climate science, it would be helpful to have it in Kibana - one of the most widely 

used tool for visual data analysis [5]. 

4 Parallel Coordinates Visualization for Multivariate 

Data Analysis 

Parallel Coordinates are a common way of visualizing high-dimensional data. It is 

ideal for comparing many variables together and observing the relationships between 

 
6  We do not take into account 3D visualization, and data having hierarchy or graph structure 

that imply specific methods of visualization 
7  https://github.com/elastic/kibana/issues/1936  
8  https://github.com/elastic/kibana/issues/12118  
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them. Springer's “Handbook of Data Visualization” [6] says: “No other statistical 

graphic can plot so much information (cases and variables) at a time. Thus parallel 

coordinate plots are an ideal tool to get a first overview of a data set. It escapes the 

limitation of the orthogonal coordinate system by placing the coordinate axes parallel 

to each other.”  

In traditional Cartesian coordinates, axes are mutually perpendicular. In Parallel 

Coordinates, all axes, representing variables, are placed in parallel to each other that 

allows representing data in much more than three dimensions. Potentially, the number 

of dimensions in this type of visualization is unlimited. Each axis may have a differ-

ent scale and data type.  

Each item in the data set is represented as a polyline that traverses all axes at ap-

propriate points, providing a general overview of the whole data set. It allows to make 

general observations concerning the scales and the distributions of variables.  

Static Parallel Coordinates diagram might be complicated for visual perception and 

interpretation due to the overplotting9. That's where the interactivity can greatly im-

prove a visibility [7]. A list of available interactivity options is provided below: 

─ Selections on axis: User can click and drag along any axis to allocate a group of 

data items. Selected polylines are then highlighted, while all others are blurred. 

The polylines related to the group visually traverse through all vertical axis provid-

ing a clear view of the parametric trends. 

─ Reordering of axis: The rearrangement of axis allows to avoid clutter in visualiza-

tions and can be a manual operation, or be driven by some algorithm.  

─ Linked data table: Parallel Coordinates may have direct and indirect interaction 

with the data table. A query can be specified both from the visual representation 

and from the table below it.  

5 Parallel Coordinates as Kibana Plugin 

Parallel Coordinates advanced browser was first implemented as a standalone JavaS-

cript application based on the redesigned D310 Parallel Coordinates module11, li-

cenced under the GNU General Public License version 3, and DataTables12 library. 

The source code can be found at GitHub13. The screenshot of the application is shown 

in Figure 1. 

Variables (vertical axis) may be of any data type: numeric, string, date and time 

(automatically recognized). 

 
9  Overplotting is when the data or labels in a data visualization overlap, making it difficult to 

see individual data points in a data visualization 
10  https://d3js.org/  
11  https://bl.ocks.org/jasondavies/1341281  
12  https://datatables.net/  
13  https://github.com/PanDAWMS/InVEx-ParCoords-SA/tree/spa  

https://d3js.org/
https://bl.ocks.org/jasondavies/1341281
https://datatables.net/
https://github.com/PanDAWMS/InVEx-ParCoords-SA/tree/spa
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To avoid overplotting, when too many overlapped lines make diagram unreadable, 

straight polyline segments are substituted with curves that do not stack. A slightly 

noticeable stroke opacity parameter is added to ease the overplotting impact.   

The axis, visible on a diagram, as well as columns in a linked table, can be interac-

tively selected by a user. Visible variables on the plot are not necessary the same as 

ones selected for the data table. It allows using the table as an additional source of 

data, providing auxiliary information about data objects.  

Data items can be grouped by any categorical variable. Thus, all curves are high-

lighted in different colours, according to the group. Linked cluster panel in the section 

below allows to explore statistics of each group of items: min, max, mean, standard 

deviation values for numerical features, and distributions of unique values for cate-

gorical features. Size of the groups are demonstrated using the horizontal bar chart 

A user can select segments on the Parallel Coordinates axis to limit the number of 

visible curves and explore trends of the selected group of items. This method is com-

monly referred as ‘brushing’ and described in [8] 

 

Fig. 1. Parallel coordinates plot with linked data table and clustering information. (A - Parallel 

Coordinates plot, B - linked data table, C - statistics of the selected groups) 

The developed JavaScript tool was then implemented as a new Kibana visualiza-

tion14, allowing to visualize data as a Parallel Coordinates diagram using grouping 

features and filters available in Kibana. Plugin, as Kibana itself, is based on the React 

 
14  https://github.com/PanDAWMS/InVEx-ParCoords-Kibana  

https://github.com/PanDAWMS/InVEx-ParCoords-Kibana
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framework15. Node.js Packet Manager16 modules (NPM modules) allows the installa-

tion of the necessary libraries in the project in a simple command, instead of the de-

fault way in pure JavaScript: download libraries one by one manually, insert them in 

the correct folder and link it in the html code. 

A typical React repository structure consists of a set of folders and configuration 

files as shown in Figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. React.js repository structure. 

The build folder stores built archives of the application. node_modules contains all 

necessary Node.js modules. Other folders contain source code of the project. The 

repository structure of the Kibana repository itself, as well as the new Parallel Coor-

dinates plugin, are similar to the shown one. 

Kibana sources, necessary for the development of new plugins, are available for 

download at GitHub17. As repositories are nested in each other, the new plugins are 

placed in the plugins folder. 

5.1 The Plugin Development 

The development of a Kibana plugin starts with a configuration file called pack-

age.json. This file contains package name, its version, a specific Kibana version, nec-

essary scripts and package dependencies. 

It is important to know that this file necessarily holds only one very specific target 

Kibana version, without wildcard capabilities. It means that a plugin with version 

“7.6.*” will not work. Each version (and subversion) of Kibana requires its own set of 

archives, that limits plugin distribution capabilities.  

A complete folder structure is shown in Figure 3.  

 
15  https://reactjs.org/ 
16  https://www.npmjs.com/  
17  https://github.com/elastic/kibana  

https://www.npmjs.com/
https://github.com/elastic/kibana
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Fig. 3. Parallel Coordinates plugin file structure. 

Initially, our Parallel Coordinates implementation was developed as an ordinary 

JavaScript code, which then was redesigned into an NPM module. The module is then 

added to the plugin project using the standard for Kibana packet manager - yarn. 

Based on our package.json installation scripts, it automatically creates necessary files 

in a single install command. 

The new Kibana plugin is now available in "New Visualization" panel as "Parallel 

Coordinates", as shown in Figure 4.  

 

Fig. 4. New Visualization menu with the new plugin. 
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The visualization settings are provided in 'Data' and 'Options' tabs. An example of 

the settings window is shown in Figure 5. 

  

Fig. 5. Visualization Settings Window. 

The 'Data' tab provides two types of ElasticSearch aggregations: Metrics and 

Buckets. Metrics aggregations calculate metrics over a set of documents (i.e., min, 

max, avg aggregation). Buckets group documents by a filter, criterion (i.e. terms ag-

gregation) or range. Those options are used to construct an ElasticSearch request and 

finally visualize the result of the query. Buckets and Metrics parameters are converted 

into the vertical axis of Parallel Coordinates.  

The 'Options' tab provides the ability to show or hide auxiliary parts of a diagram: 

data table, hints, feature selector and cluster information. 

Next, the ElasticSearch request is constructed using the React Visualization proce-

dure: user request is sent to the ElasticSearch, which process the request and returns 

the result in a form of a JavaScript object; then, the React visualization controller 

constructs a container as a Parallel Coordinates object and the respective visualization 

is rendered in a browser window. 

6 Visual Analysis Using the Plugin 

ELK stack is often used to collect and analyze log files from different applications. To 

demonstrate the application of the developed Kibana plugin in this paper we use data 
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from an Nginx server node. The log files are configured to record data about client 

requests for a web page and access errors: request time, status, page address, com-

mand, client and host IP-addresses.  

Below we will show the visual analysis of the server activity in May 2020 using 

Maps and Parallel Coordinates visualization.  

The Map visualization (Figure 6) shows that the highest number of the requests 

come from Moscow (Russia) and France. Other regions send noticeably fewer re-

quests. To explore the requests parameters in more detail we applied the Parallel Co-

ordinates visualization plugin.  

 

Fig. 6. Kibana Map visualization: distribution of the requests to the Nginx server node across 

the world. 

Figure 7 demonstrates the visualization of the requests from Moscow region. The 

Buckets (groups), selected on the settings panel of the plugin, are the following:  

─ IP - IP address of a sender  

─ Organization name - Internet Service Provider name 

─ OS - Operating system 

─ Status code - Status code of a request 

─ Referrer - Accessed web address 

─ Body size - size of a request message 
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Numerical metric is the Request count - number of requests.  

The using of the brushing method is shown in Figure 7a. The number of requests to 

the server is interactively limited to be more than 50 using the selection of a relevant 

segment on the axis "Request count". The relevant group of curves is highlighted, 

while others become blurred. It helps to visually observe that several computers with 

the relatively outdated Windows XP have made over 500 requests that resulted with 

404 (Not Found) error. Those requests do not come from any known search bot and 

might be initiated from computers with malicious reasons. The linked table, shown in 

Figure 7b, is used as the auxiliary source of information and may have additional 

data, that is not visualized on Parallel Coordinates diagram.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 7. Visualization of requests from Moscow, Russia. 
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The next Figure 8 shows the inspection of requests from France. A lot of requests 

(more than 6000) come from the same IP address (that is shown in linked table), but 

various operating systems. This could mean an attempt to harm the server. Diagram 

shows that more than 5000 requests were sent to one particular web page. This page is 

a 'Contact Administration' form, which in this case is used to send unwanted emails to 

the server administration. 

 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 8. Visualization of requests from France. 
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7 Conclusion 

General strength of Parallel Coordinates is the ability to quickly provide an overview 

of the multivariate data. For cluster and trends analysis this type of visualization may 

perform better than other methods used in Kibana. Currently, the plugin is being ac-

tively tested against various analytic tasks in ATLAS experiment at the LHC: slow 

tasks analysis, analysis of computing resources, data popularity and networks analy-

sis. 
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